Bulletin No.: PIC5611D
Date: Jun-2015

Subject:

Diagnostic Tip: Rear View Camera Options

Models:

2012 Buick LaCrosse
2012-2013 Buick Regal
2012-2015 Buick Verano
2013-2015 Buick Encore
2012-2015 Chevrolet Camaro, Cruze, Equinox, Malibu
2014-2015 Chevrolet SS
2012-2015 Chevrolet Volt
2012-2015 GMC Terrain

This PI was superseded to update the Models. Please discard PIC5611C.

Condition/Concern
Some customers may ask if they can turn the RVC (rear vehicle camera) off, turn the RVC guidelines on/off, and/or change the brightness of the RVC.

Recommendation/Instructions
To prevent unnecessary repair attempts, please refer to the table below to determine normal RVC features for the vehicle and RPO combination that you are
working with before attempting repairs.
Note: RVC display brightness can be adjusted on some models while the transmission is in reverse (use proper safety, set parking brake, etc) and using the
Menu/Select path(*).
Note: If equipped with guidelines, they can be turned on/off using the Config, Display, Guidelines path(*).
*Some models may use different terminology and/or navigation path.
RVC Content Table:
Vehicle

RVC (UVC) w/o Lines

2012 Models with RPO
UEW
2012-2014 Models

RVC (UVC) w/ Lines

RVC Can Be Turned ON or
OFF

Brightness Adjustment

Yes - only for MY12 & MY13

Yes - only for MY12 & MY14

Allowed

x

x

with RPO UFU (UFW in
Europe) or RPO UHQ (UHR
Europe / UHM Australia)

1

2012-2014 Chevrolet Malibu
with RPO UFU or RPO

x

Yes - only for MY12 & MY13

Yes - only for MY12 & MY14

x

Yes - only for MY12 & MY13

Yes - only for MY12 & MY14

No

Yes

UHQ
2012-2014 Models with RPO
UFU or RPO UHQ (Except
Malibu)
2015 Models with UFU or
UHQ

x

2013-2015 Acadia, Enclave,
Traverse, Captiva Sport

x

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer". They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may
occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle. Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools,
safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely. If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that
your vehicle will have that condition. See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.
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